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The Road To
Oscar, Part III:
Long & Short
By Robert Goldrich

This is the third installment of SHOOT’s
continuing series on Academy Award contenders. This week we look at the long and
short of the competition with feature film
director Sacha Gervasi and his cinematographer on Hitchcock, Jeff Cronenweth, ASC, as
well as Oscar-winning DP Janusz Kaminski
who lensed the lauded Lincoln. On the short
end, SHOOT talks with several of the directors behind Oscar shortlisted documentary
short films.

20 The Best Work of 2012
A look back at the year’s best long-form
fare, Top Spots, “Best Work You May Never
See,” Music Tracks, VFX/Animation.

24 Women and Minorities

Part III of our three-part series on females
and ethnic minorities in production. A sampling of programs leading to progress.

Music & Sound Series:
The Year’s Final Chart
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Our last quarterly Top Ten Tracks Chart of
2012; Backstory on the #1 entry.
See page 18

See Page 10

LOS ANGELES—Oscar-winning cinematographer (Schindler’s List, Saving Private
Ryan) Janusz Kaminski is widely regarded
as a contender to return to the Academy
Award nominees circle next month on the
strength of his work on Lincoln, which continues a remarkable series of collaborations
with director Steven Spielberg. In total,
Kaminski has earned five Best Cinematography Oscar nominations, four of which
were for Spielberg films—the two wins for
Schindler’s List and Saving Private Ryan,
as well as noms for Amistad and earlier
this year War Horse. Kaminski’s remaining
nomination was for the Julian Schnabeldirected The Diving Bell and the Butterfly.
Kaminski’s track record with Spielberg
also spans such notable films as Munich, The
Lost World: Jurassic Park, Minority Report, AI
Artificial Intelligence, Catch Me If You Can,
The Terminal, War of the Worlds, and Indiana
Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.
Continued on page 4
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LOS ANGELES—It was a year when most of the Super Bowl commercials were seen online prior to the
Big Game. Yet Wieden+Kennedy decided not to tip
its hand and the surprise factor of Chrysler’s “It’s
Halftime in America” made perhaps the biggest
impact on Super Sunday, leading to water cooler
conversation, far-reaching media coverage and web
play and debate which transcended the online ad
foreplay of most other Super Bowl sponsors.

“It’s Halftime in America” also earned a primetime commercial Emmy nomination.
Still, some marketers felt that the online debut
of Super Bowl spots or teasers provided significant added value. Certainly Deutsch LA scored
with its online sensation “The Bark Side,” a teaser
Volkswagen spot designed to generate audience
anticipation for the Big Game telecast commercial
“The Dog Strikes Back.” “The Bark Side” featured
dogs barking in chorus, crooning a canine rendi-

On being named

tion of “The Imperial March,” otherwise known
as “Darth Vader’s Theme.” Both “The Bark Side”
and “The Dog Strikes Back” garnered Emmy
nominations as well.
Having both a Super Bowl broadcast spot and a
teaser/promo, which played primarily online, gain
Emmy noms, was quite telling, noted Matt Ian, a
Deutsch LA group creative director who worked
on both spots. Ian told SHOOT shortly after the
Continued on page 13
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Wieden+
Kennedy,
Portland and
NY, Earn SHOOT’s
Agency of the
Year Honor
by Robert Goldrich
PORTLAND, Ore.—While the title of
this feature article is an oxymoron,
it encapsulates an atypical brand of
creative brilliance that was one of the
dynamics leading SHOOT to select
Wieden+Kennedy’s Portland and
New York offices as collectively our
Agency of the Year.
Clearly, among the most difficult
tasks in advertising and entertainment is to come up with a sequel that
lives up to the original. Well, Wieden
has created both the originals and
their successful sequels/follow-ups,
with high-profile examples of the
latter coming to the fore in 2012, including Procter & Gamble’s “Best
Job” and Chrysler’s “It’s Halftime in
America” from W+K, Portland, and
ESPN’s “John Clayton” out of W+K

Original Sequels

From top left, clockwise: Nike’s “Jogger”; Facebook’s “The Things That Connect Us”; Target’s “Color Changes Everything”; LAIKA/ParaNorman’s “2 BitBub” video game; P&G’s “Best Job”; Nike’s Extra
Time; ESPN’s “Shake On It.”
Front cover images, top row (l-r): P&G’s “Best Job”; Susan Hoffman; Chrysler’s “It’s Halftime in America. 2nd row: Mark Fitzloff, Scott Vitrone. 3rd row: Old Spice’s “Muscle Music”; Lee Reichenthal;
Nike’s “I Would Run To You.” 4th row: ESPN’s “Team Spirit”; Ben Grylewicz; Southern Comfort’s “Beach.” Bottom row: Coca-Cola’s “Coke Polar Bear”; Facebook’s “The Things That Connect Us.”

NY. These “sequels” add an extra
dimension to—while also being as endearing and/or engaging and relevant
as—their original counterparts.
“Best Job,” a centerpiece of P&G’s
2012 Summer Olympics campaign, is
literally a sequel to the “Thank You,
Mom” campaign for the 2010 Winter Olympics. That original work two
years ago was inspired and inspiring,
said Jerry Rice, P&G’s sr. integrated
production manager, underscoring the
fact that the original idea needs to be
strong in order to make even the prospects for sequels possible. Rather than
heralding a company’s sponsorship
of the Winter Games in Vancouver,
B.C., the decision was made to sponsor the moms of Team USA athletes
in the 2010 Winter Games. A Pampers

spot, for example, noted that “before
they [American athletes] were wearing Gold, Silver or Bronze, they were
wearing diapers...Thank you, Mom.”
This and other spots drove traffic to
ThankYouMom.com where folks
could express appreciation for their
mothers. The overall campaign generated during the 17 days of the Winter
Olympics some 50,000 tweets about
the work, 400,000 new Facebook
friends, and an estimated $130 million
in incremental sales of P&G products.
Rice told SHOOT right before this
year’s Summer Games, “ I remember a meeting the P&G team had in
November [2009] in New York City
with Dick Ebersol who was running
NBC Sports. We showed him our campaign concepts and he called it the

best Olympic advertising he had ever
seen, which is high praise coming
from someone who’s been through
so many Olympics...We knew we had
something special, something that
would have staying power.”
That staying power is rooted in an
insight and a truth gleaned by W+K,
observed Rice. The insight is reflected
simply in what happens when a young
athlete wins an Olympic medal, particularly a Gold Medal. “The first thing
they do is look up into the stands for
Mom—even more so than for their
coach,” said Rice.
As for the campaign’s honesty, Rice
related, “Not one product that P&G
sells is going to improve anyone’s athletic performance. But the products we
make help make life a little bit easier for

Mom, that special person who is most
responsible for getting those young athletes to this point—giving birth to them,
taking them to practices, nourishing
them, supporting them whether they
did well or poorly.”
Still, what do you do for an encore
come the 2012 Summer Games in London? Well W+K, Portland, built upon
that insight and truth, first with “Best
Job,” a two-minute film directed by
Oscar-nominated Alejandro Gonzalez
Inarritu of Anonymous Content, which
premiered exclusively online to P&G
Facebook fans in April, with shorter, localized spot versions of the piece debuting on TV worldwide the next month.
“Best Job” showed us different moms
around the world getting their youngsters up in the early a.m. for training in

Congratulations Wieden + Kennedy
on SHOOT’s 2012 Agency of the Year!
from your friends and fans at
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their respective sports and follows each
through the years until their moments
of competitive Olympics glory. A supered message reads, “The hardest job
in the world is the best job in the world.
Thank you, Mom.”
P&G also concurrently rolled out the
“Thank You Mom” app that allowed
people to thank their own moms by
uploading personalized content in the
form of a video, still image with caption
or text-based message. Users were then
able to encourage friends and family
to do the same, spreading the word to
thank and celebrate moms.
The follow-up spot, “Kids”—directed by Daniel Kleinman via Epoch
Films (he’s now with Rattling Stick
worldwide)—went online in early July
and then made its TV debut during
the opening ceremony of the Summer Games in London. “Kids” shows
us Olympic athletes at various venues
and in various activities—at a press
conference, in the locker room, in
competition—except the twist is that
all are children. We see a kid runner
at the starting blocks, another youngster on a high diving board, two others in the boxing ring, a girl gymnast
on the balance beam, a lad about to

lift a hefty barbell that dwarfs him in
size. At the end, we see a mom in the
stands, nervous, anxious yet proud.
A supered message reads, “To their
Moms, they’ll always be kids.” An end
tag carries the slogan, “P&G, Proud
Sponsor of Moms.”
More “Mom”-oriented corporate
work was unveiled during the course
of the Summer Games in London, providing a unifying theme under which
many of P&G’s brands came together.
A prime online component in
P&G’s 2012 Summer Olympics
“Moms” campaign—from W+K Entertainment under the aegis of Bill Davenport—emerged in the form of “momu-mentaries,” which were shorts of
varying lengths profiling mothers of
Olympic athletes. Rice said there were
20 nonscripted shorts helmed by different documentary filmmakers, with
a number of the films out of W+K
and others from digital agency ZiZo.
Among the most moving “Raising an
Olympian” stories is Natalie Hawkins
talking about learning “to let go” as
she looks back on her daughter Gabby
Douglas’ journey to becoming a Gold
Medal-winning gymnast.
Rice noted that W+K and P&G

came up with the mom-u-mentary
concept back during the 2010 Winter
Olympics but time and money constraints weren’t conducive to a launch
back then. He recollected that P&G
didn’t get to work in earnest on the
2010 Winter Olympics until Oct. ‘09,
meaning there were higher priorities
than the mom-u-mentaries. “Still,
though, we saw what a success the
Winter Games campaign was, how
much it affected people in the U.S. and
worldwide,” related Rice. “We knew it
would be worth the effort and investment to expand the content well beyond commercials, to get up close and
personal with relevant stories about
the moms and the sacrifices they
make—which everybody can relate
to. You don’t need to be a parent to a
world-class athlete to understand and
have warm, positive feelings about
those everyday sacrifices.”
The 2012 Summer Olympics sequel
to the 2010 Winter Olympics initiative
received plaudits and has been cited
in many industry circles as having attained integrated campaign nirvana.
Further marking its success was “Best
Job” winning this year’s primetime
commercial Emmy, making this the

fourth straight year that a commercial
from W+K has earned the award—the
prior three winners being Coca-Cola’s “Heist” in 2009, Old Spice Body
Wash’s “The Man Your Man Could
Smell Like” in 2010, and Chrysler’s
“Born of Fire” in 2011.

Super Bowl replay
“Born of Fire” brings us to our next
tough act to follow since it was easily the most talked about ad on last
year’s Super Bowl. What could W+K,
Portland, do to make a similar impact
in 2012? Well the agency again connected with the viewing public, this
time with “It’s Halftime in America”
directed by David Gordon Green of
Chelsea. For the second consecutive
year on Super Sunday, Chrysler managed with a two-minute spot to weave
itself into the American fabric, paralleling the comeback of the automotive industry to that of Detroit and the
entire country. It started during last
year’s Big Game with “Born of Fire.”
Fast forward to the 2012 Super Bowl
and Clint Eastwood is our country’s
voice with a spot which appeared during halftime, a time when both teams
are trying to figure out what it will

chelsea congratulates
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take to win in the second half.
Eastwood notes that the U.S. is at
halftime, except this is not a game—it’s
real life, with people worried about being able to get work to support their
families. At times it seems we’ve lost our
way, that divisiveness has become the
calling card of the day. But it’s been this
way before and ultimately Americans
have overcome problems by coming together. Eastwood is akin to a coach with
a halftime pep talk. He affirms that the
second half is about to begin for America, during which the world will once
again hear “the roar of our engines.”
Nominated for this year’s primetime commercial Emmy Award, “It’s
Halftime in America” met the daunting challenge of again reaching the
high creative bar set by “Born of Fire”
on the Super Bowl stage. Joe Staples
and Aaron Allen, W+K Portland’s
Dodge Chrysler creative directors,
and integrated creative director Michael Tabtabai offered varied insights
regarding what contributed to their
2012 Super Bowl success. “Being in
Portland was a factor,” observed Staples. “It’s tough enough to meet high
expectations but even more so when
Continued on page 12
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Insights Into Chrysler, Nike, ESPN, Departed Target Account
Continued from page 11
you’re in a massive media industry.
We’re not sharing pubs, bars, restaurants and weekend space with other
agencies and people. In Portland you
don’t have those external distractions
and that extra built-in pressure where
you’re thinking about too many things
that really don’t matter. You can focus
on the client and the message.”
Plus, the heaviest lifting was done
with 2011’s “Born of Fire,” which
paved the way for “It’s Halftime in
America,” observed Staples. “The first
year was a gamble because the Super
Bowl had largely been a joke fest at
that time. But our thinking was that
with the privilege of talking to 110 million people at one go, you can move
in another direction if you have something serious to say. You can connect
with audiences on a different level.
‘Born of Fire’ showed that we could.”
Allen added, “A guiding light each
time when we come up to bat on something big is we seek out something to
tie into in the zeitgeist of America.
The idea of Detroit being down and
out yet moving toward recovery led
to ‘Born of Fire.’ It took awhile this
year to find what the cultural insight
would be and how to insert Chrysler
into that situation but once we did,
‘It’s Halftime in America’ came to
pass, putting us in an optimistic place
with the insight that America is at its
best when its back is against the wall.”
Tabtabai observed, “The context of
the Super Bowl has changed quite a
bit. In the last two years, seemingly every spot is available online before the
football game. Chances are good that
you’ve already seen several, if not all
of them prior to the telecast. We were
careful to make sure neither [‘Born of
Fire’ and ‘It’s Halftime in America’]
was seen before the Super Bowl. That
helped to make them special, maintaining the element of surprise as
you’re watching in your living room.”
Staples concurred, noting, “YouTube views to a certain extent can be
fool’s gold. If that’s all you’re chasing,
you’re negating emotional impact. To
watch something with others, to absorb and discuss it is a much different
experience. We had that with Chrysler
on the Super Bowl—and then those
spots generated discussion in person,
online and across all media.”

Test of time
Further reflecting the “sequel”
theme for 2012, consider ESPN’s
“This is SportsCenter,” the longrunning campaign that has become
tried, true yet somehow not tired over
the past nearly couple of decades.
The 381st spot in the campaign broke
this year, featuring the professorial,
buttoned-down pro football analyst/

Joe Staples

insider John Clayton offering insights
on camera about sophisticated NFL
defenses. Once the live remote concludes, we see the middle-aged Clayton discard a breakaway t-shirt that
gave the appearance of being a suit
and tie on television. It turns out Clayton is in his bedroom at home, wearing jeans and a tank-top as he unfurls
a never before seen ponytail into locks
flowing from his otherwise receding
hairline. He cranks up the heavy metal music, jumps onto his bed, screams
to his “mom” that he’s done with his
segment and begins chowing down
on some Chinese food right from a
disposable take-out container.
“For the 381st spot in the campaign
to get the kind of reaction it did says a
whole lot about how you can make a
long-running campaign fresh and feel
brand new,” said Ian Reichenthal, executive creative director at W+K New York.
At the same time, W+K NY took
ESPN in different directions this year,
a prime example being the juxtaposition of Last Wishes, an eight-minute
film directed by documentarian Errol
Morris of Moxie Pictures, and the spot
“Shake on It” helmed by Aaron Stoller
of Biscuit Filmworks. Last Wishes offers a more serious, darkly comic take
on team spirit as we see devout fans
and their chosen means of burial—
with logos adorning caskets, as well
as other signposts of living and dying
with your team. Meanwhile “Shake on
It” features a succession of handshakes
separated by crazy comedic vignettes
of what fans agree to do if they lose a
bet. “I love being able to hit distinctly
different notes like these within the
same campaign,” said Reichenthal.
Also breaking new ground at ESPN
was W+K’s campaign designed to appeal to fantasy football commissioners, a key component being the digital
rollout of the commissioners’ toolkit
affording users a competitive advantage, letting them get under the hood
of a breakthrough app. Then on the
broadcast, off-the-deep-end comedic
score, there’s “Last Spot” in which we
see the lengths one man would go to
in order to get the last slot in a coveted
fantasy football league—leading the
league commissioners to turn him
down because he’s insane.

Speaking of affable insanity, there
are such W+K NY creations as Southern Comfort’s “Whatever’s Comfortable” guy walking about in Speedos,
tempered by the practicality of a Fly
Delta app which tracks your luggage—
as depicted in a web film which chronicles the journey of a bag on Delta
(on which a camera is mounted)—and
a series of clever videos promoting a
theoretical, environmentally friendly
housing community in Oregon for architectural and urban planning form
WORKac and New York’s Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA). The videos—one
of which, “Housing,” made SHOOT’s
The Best Work You May Never See
gallery—were screened at MoMA as
part of its Foreclosed: Rehousing the
American Dream exhibit/installation.
Ironically among the highest profile pieces to come out of W+K NY
was “Color Changes Everything” for
Target, an account that left the agency
this year. Yet even with the loss, there
was a creative victory to be had as
“Color Changes Everything” earned
a primetime Emmy nomination, giving Wieden three of the TV Academy’s five spot nominees—along with
the aforementioned “It’s Halftime in
America” and the eventual Emmy
Award winner, “Best Job.”
Directed by Filip Engstrom of
Smuggler, “Color Changes Everything”—which also garnered three
AICP Show honors—introduces us to a
colorful, energetic and sprightly group
of characters whom we first see in a
bright, boldly colored hot air balloon.
They then spill out of that balloon and
bring their magic touch to a town and
its outlying neighborhoods.
In assessing the 2012 crop of primetime spot Emmy nominees, John Leverence, sr. VP, awards, at the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences, said of
“Color Changes Everything,” “It all unfolds to ‘Alouette,’ a French Canadian’s
children’s ditty—a song about a pretty
little bird, a lark. The song is appropriate for this commercial which itself is
a lark and a romp. It’s a fantasy where
these acrobatic people infuse color
and life into a drab town, bringing it
all kinds of products sold at Target—a
lamp, makeup, dishes, fashion. These
merry pranksters are lovely and charming while selling products. It’s a great
display of products while equating a
feeling of ease and fluidity to the experience of shopping at Target.”
The departure of the Target account “rattled some people here,” said
Scott Vitrone, executive creative director at W+K New York. “The work
was as good as it had ever been yet the
relationship ended. You can never rest
easy because you never know what’s
around the corner. You constantly
have to be thinking about how to
12 SHOOT December 14, 2012
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present your clients in the most compelling way to keep them fresh and
hopefully to keep them at the agency.”
At the same time, Vitrone noted
that W+K NY recently launched the
first brand campaign for new client
One Kings Lane, an online marketplace for the home. “For an agency
like us, known for its sports work, to
win an account like this is refreshing.
It reminds you that in an environment
like Wieden, a creatively dynamic
place with many different voices, you
can accomplish a great many things.”
Tom Blessington, managing director of W+K, noted, “We’re digging out
from that [losing the Target account]
with wins like Sony, Facebook and
working with American Express.”

Nike
There’s also much to be said for
ongoing business in that SHOOT was
drawn to the range and heart of W+K
Portland’s Nike work in 2012—from
low-profile to high-visibility content.
On the latter front would be the “Find
Your Greatness” campaign which
eloquently captures the greatness in
everyday people looking to improve
themselves, an inspired creative departure from marquee star athletes during
the Olympics. For example, the simplicity of a heavyset youngster jogging
in silence down a road speaks volumes.
“We were hungering to get back to
the heart and soul of Nike again,” said
W+K executive creative director Susan Hoffman. “We were so happy with
the ‘Greatness’ campaign and how it
played so uniquely during the Olympics. We hit a chord at the right time.
It’s great for even a long-standing client like Nike to again see that when
they speak to the brand’s heart and
soul, there’s a major impact. It’s imperative for the brand.”
That heart and soul were stirred
further with an alluded to lower profile yet significant Nike piece, a short
film titled Extra Time which played at
the Clinton Global Initiative event. The
short asked kids around the world what
they would do if five extra years were
added to their lives. The responses were
far ranging from making medicine for
the sick, to inventing a time machine,
looking for aliens, making a wooden

helicopter, going to the moon, even
teaching a sibling “not to hate tuna.” Finally, though, a child says, “Why are you
asking me that?” A series of super answers that question: “For the first time
in history”/”this generation is expected
to die”/”5 years younger than their
parents.”/”Let’s give them their five
years back.” And end tag then drives
traffic to designedtomove.org.
Among the many other highlights
of 2012 for W+K, Portland, are the
integrated campaign introducing the
Dodge Dart, the promotional fare for
the LAIKA studio feature film ParaNorman, Levi’s “Thread,” Facebook’s
rollout of its first traditional ad campaign, Old Spice’s off-the-wall, tongue-in-cheek “Muscle Music” performance,
and the chance to watch this year’s Super Bowl with the Coke Polar Bears, a
major interactive event which saw viewers on average spend 28 minutes with
the furry fans as the game between the
Patriots and the Giants unfolded.

Creative environment
As for the creative environment
that helps to nurture this work, Hoffman assessed, “What amazes us most
is when we have new hires and freelancers, they look at us and say, ‘you
have no idea how different this place
is.’ Having your core being about doing great work really makes a difference. Just find great ideas and we’ll
figure out how to get them done. Plus
there’s a camaraderie and family feeling, partnerships feel different from
other agencies. There’s more freedom
for you to have your own voice.”
And that voice isn’t confined but
rather encouraged outside the realm
of advertising. “They’re artists and
musicians here,” continued Hoffman.
“We have an art gallery and an opening every month. Different employees
are showing their art and photography. We’re even financing one person’s private little film here.”
Ben Grylewicz, head of broadcast
production, has been with W+K for
21 years. He noted that maintaining
the strong creative and production
lineage is a sacred trust at the agency.
“When I became head of production
in 1999, part of what Bill Davenport,
my predecessor [now at W+K Entertainment] said to me was that a big
part of the job is to continue the legacy
of great work. That’s why having three
of the primetime commercial Emmy
nominations this year—and winning
the Emmy each of the last four years—
means so much. We’re helping the
legacy to continue and move forward.”
W+K executive creative director
Mark Fitzloff noted that the power
of geography shouldn’t be underestimated. “Geographic isolation is an
Continued on page 13
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Emmy noms were announced, “It
underscores how the Super Bowl is
evolving. What used to be a huge oneday media event is extending, growing
and getting better. You can tell a story
leading up to the Super Bowl and even
after it. We could one day see an entire
series of content that runs over an extended period with the Super Bowl
being a centerpiece. I don’t know if we
are ever going to be judging a single
commercial on its own merits for the
Super Bowl again.”
From Chrysler’s “It’s Halftime in
America” to VW’s Super Bowl fare,
both conventional and newfangled

media strategies were on display and
successful during what’s been referred to as advertising biggest event,
underscoring the growing number
of options available when it comes to
connecting with an audience.
Another major ad/marketing event,
the 2012 Summer Olympics in London,
saw the emergence of several notable
integrated campaigns, arguably the
best being Procter & Gamble’s “Moms”
campaign as embodied in such elements as the spots “Best Job” (the year’s
primetime commercial Emmy Award
winner) and “Kids,” the “Thank You
Mom” app, and a series of digital on-line
“mom-u-mentaries” sharing moving

stories on maternal wisdom and sacrifice in the raising of Olympic athletes.
And continuing our trend of lauded content gaining exposure across
varied platforms, consider Chipotle’s
“Back to the Start” from Creative Artists Agency. Seth Bain, president of
strategy/branding/interactive/mobile
& device shop Sequence, which has
Chipotle as a client, noted that “Back
to the Start” was “first created as a web
video that went viral, airing at their
Cultivate food festival and eventually
finding its way into movie theaters,
and ultimately as a two-minute TV
spot aired during the Grammys.”
Bain said that Chipotle’s multi-fac-

Seth Bain, president, Sequence
1) Free-Range Content: One of the big things we learned this year is that when it comes to content, channels matter less
than ever. It’s a trend that started with the rise of Facebook and social sharing and will end with the complete re-thinking of
how people discover, consume and proliferate content. 2012 was the year where we saw more and more companies creating
“Free-range” content – modular, stand-alone and channel-agnostic content that goes where the audience is, rather than
waiting for them to show up. Our client Chipotle’s “Back to the Start” video [from Creative Artists Agency] was first created
as a Web video that went viral, airing at their Cultivate food festival and eventually finding it’s way into movie theaters, and
ultimately as a two-minute TV spot aired during the Grammys. We designed a new website for our client Lytro that got thousands of visitors, but the video we produced for
them broke free on YouTube and was seen there by more than a million people. So now we’re helping Peet’s Coffee & Tea create series of modular “content morsels” (from
short videos and slide shows to text-based “POVs”) that will start on their website but are designed to “jump the fence” and migrate across the digital ecosystem through
social sharing and some clever promotion. As consumer choices continue to proliferate, only content that is truly “free-range”will prosper and multiply.
2) The rise of the Second-Screen: Among the most significant trends we saw this year was the rise of media companies thinking about the “second-screen” experience
– what we do and watch on our mobile devices while we’re also watching TV (or playing video games). We’ve been thinking about this for a while, and in 2012 more and
more of our clients have been ready and willing to explore what this means for them. And it’s high time too. We weren’t surprised when we went into the field to do some
research and found that, in most homes, there is almost always a smart phone or tablet in use while people sit on the couch to watch TV. Forward-thinking media brands
are exploring how they can create better, more immersive and more engaging experiences by giving viewers a parallel small-screen experience that enhances their primary
big-screen experience. As with any new technology, the possibilities are wide open and no one has really nailed it yet, but there are lots of innovative companies who have
pretty impressive plans in the works.
Matt Bonin, chief production officer, Ogilvy & Mather New York
1) Interconnected thinking is our role for our clients even if not part of our agency-of-record status. It’s our role even if not our
job. There’s seldom a creative presentation we share with our clients that doesn’t look at every consumer touchpoint and try to
answer the question of how we are engaging with people at every one of those touchpoints, or how we might need to engage
with people. This means production has to be ready to respond to “can that happen” or “how would we do that?” across more
types of ideas than ever before. How much does an interactive graphic novel cost? Can we prototype this pneumatic controlled
liquid machine in-house? Can we be in southern NJ filming in 3 hours? As an agency, we want to be indispensable to our clients
creatively and production-wise.
2) Content needs have never been greater. Brands of all sorts are becoming content creating engines, and agencies are looking to all available resources to respond to
those needs. Things are only getting more complicated on the digital front, and truly engaging and creative mobile marketing will continue to be a tough nut to crack. Also
on the digital front with 300,000+ apps in the Itunes store, the era of Apps made specially for marketing campaigns is coming to a close in the same way microsites did
earlier. The positive is this opens the door for more meaningful and useful Apps that might cost more but become ‘digital as product’ for consumers—providing a helpful,
useful or addictively whimsical creative opportunity for the agency. This continues to be one of the most exciting and opportunity-filled times in the advertising business.

eted venue play reflects an important
lesson that came to the fore in 2012.
“When it comes to content, channels
matter less than ever,” he affirmed.
“It’s a trend that started with the rise
of Facebook and social sharing and
will end with the complete re-thinking of how people discover, consume
and proliferate content. 2012 was the
year where we saw more and more
“Free-range” content—modular, standalone and channel-agnostic content
that goes where the audience is, rather than waiting for them to show up.”
Bain’s observations were made in his
responses to a SHOOT year-end survey
of a cross-section of the industry. We

posed the two following questions:
1) What do you regard as being the
most important industry lesson or lessons learned by your company this
past year? (If applicable, feel free to cite
a specific piece of work from which lessons were learned—or which show how
lessons were applied.)
2) What industry trends, developments or themes were most significant
in 2012?
Here’s a sampling of the feedback
we received, which helps to put 2012
into perspective on assorted fronts:

Jay Benjamin, chief creative officer, Leo Burnett New York
1) Create create create. The more we create, the better we are. In the case of New York Writes Itself, we could have
continued planning for years before bringing the idea to market, instead we just got it out there. It’s been really valuable for us to allow people to help shape the idea rather than just constantly mulling it over inside the agency. People’s
connection to a brand or an initiative such as NYWI, is so much stronger when they have a hand in shaping the idea.
Ownership is king. The things we create these days have real value, sometimes for many years to come. In fact,
we like to think our best ideas have no endpoint. Retaining ownership and equity in those ideas is vital to our future
in this business.
2) Without a doubt I would say the most positive trend I’ve noticed is an industry-wide increased understanding of the notion: advertising needs to move as
people move. At the pace of life. And, I don’t just mean speed and use of social media. It’s more about understanding culture and creating content that is relevant
and timely. Technology has allowed us to build platforms that can be refreshed and stimulated regularly, with the ability to grow and evolve as our culture evolves.
The best way to have a relationship with people is for a brand to act like one itself.
David Brixton, managing partner/editor, the Whitehouse
1) With the global economy still highly uncertain, this year we moved ahead with opening a Whitehouse Post office
in Amsterdam, and Carbon Visual Effects and Cap Gun Collective offices in Los Angeles. This month, Gentleman Scholar
is moving into new studios at Blackwelder in Culver City. Early next year, our alliance with The Mill comes to fruition
with the opening of their full service studio in our recently expanded Chicago space.
After implementing all the above and sweating bullets while doing so, we are having a banner year for business.
So I suppose the lesson learned is that whatever the vicissitudes of our industry or the economy, what has proved
most important is staying true to our commitment to provide the very best creative services to our clients, while being tuned into and keeping pace with the
challenges they face in their own businesses. Whitehouse Post was founded over 20 years ago in London - I have been in this industry long enough to witness an
extraordinary technological revolution in the delivery of creative services - but what has never changed is the dynamic of people working together to output the
best creative product.
2) The complexity of projects and the challenges in producing them properly continue to be a concern and issue for our clients. More than ever, it is important
we engage early on to provide the most efficacious creative solutions that work within budgets and timelines. This has been the driving force behind the dramatic
expansion of our services beyond creative editorial to include live action, design, visual effects and finishing.
We have structured our business so that we offer an array of services that can be scaled and applied appropriately for any project. An example is the Windows 8
launch campaign for Crispin, Porter + Bogusky, with live action by 1st Avenue Machine, and editorial, visual effects and finishing by Whitehouse Post and Carbon
VFX. Another is the Discover Card 5% campaign for The Martin Agency, in which Gentleman Scholar did the live action and design, while Whitehouse Post and
Carbon VFX provided the editorial and finishing.

Continued on page 14

W+K Taps Into Inherent Benefits Of Being An Independent Shop
Continued from page 12
important element,” he observed.
“When you make the commitment
to move your family to Portland, you
realize you have to make it work here.
Potentially in some of the bigger markets, there’s always another leading
shop around the corner that you can
flee to at the first sign of frustration or
difficulty. People who come here feel a
shared responsibility for creating and
making the most of opportunities.”
Blessington added, “Independence
is the underpinning to this. We are
an independent agency that’s obsessive about creativity. Our business

decisions are based more on ‘is there
a creative opportunity here’ than ‘is
there a financial opportunity here?’
Obviously you need to run a good
business. But good creative is good
business. My favorite story involves a
creative director who left here for an
agency which will go unnamed. He
returned and I asked him what that
other agency was like. He responded,
‘Dude, it was like a business.’ ”
Reichenthal expounded on the
independence theme. “Because Wieden is independent, we can decide
together what clients we want to work
with. That means we hopefully end up

in positive collaborative relationships
with clients more often—and the work
gets better under those conditions.”
Vitrone credited Hoffman, Fitzloff
and Blessington with staying true to
the environment created by Dan Wieden and David Kennedy. “Dan has a
lot of memorable quotes, but the one
that comes to mind for me is simply,
“The work comes first.”

Initiatives
That work extends well beyond the
multiple platforms W+K covers in its integrated ad and marketing campaigns.
For one, there is the Portland IncubaDecember 14, 2012 SHOOT 13

tor Experiment (PIE), a collaboration
between the agency and tech entrepreneurs. The initiative carries a threepronged mission: innovate business
models and create tech-fueled cultural
disruptions; build platforms rather than
one-offs; and act as a tech entrepreneur
accelerator and social hub.
PIE graduated six startups on
Demo Day back in October, with Little
Bird as the year’s major success. This
online company enables its clients to
identify the most influential experts
in any industry. So far it’s raised $1
million in seed funding from Mark
Cuban, owner of the Dallas Mavericks.

Additionally there’s W+K Tomorrow, which explores creative opportunities in emerging technology with
a focus on social and environmental
impact. W+KT is currently working
on the launch of Bettery, a company
looking to transform the battery market by introducing vending machines
for rechargeable batteries. W+KT also
created SharpStuff, a publishing initiative that explores how stories can grow
and evolve as they move across different platforms. The first title, American
Dreamers, features dreams from mavericks like Biz Stone, Arianna Huffington, Stan Lee and Cindy Gallop.

